c360 Audit for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 3.0
Overview
c360 Audit is a Microsoft CRM enhancement that allows you to Track and Analyze all
changes made to CRM. The components of c360 Audit are
1. Audit Tracker
2. Audit Analyzer
The Audit Tracker component captures all changes made to CRM data including custom
entities and custom fields. Using the Audit Tracker, organizations will be able to:
- Track all changes made to CRM data including contact save, lead conversions, quote
deletions, updating of account fields
- See the big picture view of the complete audit trail with the ability to drill down and
open any CRM record with a single click
- See the before and after picture of every CRM save event
- User customizable view to see only the fields that are most critical
- See HOW an Account got its current status; Your existing CRM system is just a snapshot
but using Audit, you can now see HOW
- Increase compliance with legal regulations such as SOX, HIPAA, The Privacy Act, and
others by maintaining a verifiable audit trail

c360 Audit allows you to Track all changes made to CRM data

The Audit Analyzer component is a power Business Intelligence system that lets you
analyze historical CRM information to gain a better understanding of your customers. Using
the Audit Analyzer, Microsoft CRM users will be able to:
- Get critical insight to your historical CRM data by creating specialized queries like
‘negative queries’, ‘OR queries’ using special operators such as ‘increased’, ‘not
changed’ etc
- Sales can now more easily identify ‘stuck opportunities’ in the funnel by creating the
negative query “Show me all hot opportunities where status code has not changed in the
last month”
- Create complicated ‘OR queries’ such as “All opportunities where the Estimated Amount
has changed OR the Account Type has changed”

c360 Audit Analyzer allows you to query and analyzer historical CRM information
Languages
All c360 products are available in multiple languages and can be easily translated into
additional languages by simply making changes to the label and caption values found in a
separate .XML document. Each product’s Installation and Configuration guide provides

detail on making language modifications. All product downloads include language files for
multiple languages.
Licensing
The number of Audit licenses must equal or exceed the number of assigned user licenses or
Core Productivity Pack will not function for any user. For example, a company that has
purchased 25 Microsoft CRM licenses, but has only 11 of them assigned to users needs 11
Audit licenses.
Support, Upgrades and Enhancements
The list price of Audit includes first year support, upgrades and enhancement per the c360
Solutions Software license agreement. After the first year, a support and enhancement plan
can be purchased for 20% of the total cost of all Core Productivity Pack licenses.
Information
For more information on c360 Audit, contact your c360 reseller:
CABC Ltd
11-13 The Broadway
Newbury
Berks
RG14 1AS
http://www.mscrm-cabc.co.uk
email: sales@cabc.co.uk
Tel 01635 570970

www.c360.com

